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Abstract
Previous studies have shown that air traffic control (ATC) message
exchange with a data link offers the potential benefits of increased
airspace system safety and efficiency. To accomplish these benefits, data
link can be used to reduce communication errors and relieve overloaded
ATC voice radio frequencies, which hamper efficient message exchange
during peak traffic periods. Flight tests with commercial airline pilots as
test subjects were conducted in the NASA Transport Systems Research
Vehicle Boeing 737 airplane to contrast flight operations that used
current voice communications with flight operations that used a data
link to transmit both strategic and tactical ATC clearances during a
typical commercial airline flight from takeoff to landing. The results
of these tests that used data link as the primary communication source
with ATC have shown flight crew acceptance, a perceived reduction in
crew work load, and a reduction in crew communication errors.
Introduction
Air traffic control (ATC) message exchange with
a data link can increase system safety and efficiency
by reducing communication errors and enabling more
information to be exchanged between the aircraft and
ground facilities. Digital communication between the
air and ground may also relieve the overloading of
ATC radio frequencies, which impedes efficient mes-
sage exchange during peak traffic periods in many
busy terminal areas.
A piloted simulation study (ref. 1) was conducted
to evaluate the pilot interface with various levels of
data link capability in general aviation, single-pilot,
instrument flight rule (IFR) operations. The results
of that study showed that the data link and its flight
deck interface reduced demands on the pilot's short-
term memory, reduced thc number of communication
transmissions, and permitted the pilot to more easily
allocate time to critical tasks while receiving ATC
messages. The pilots who participated in this study
unanimously indicated a preference for data link
communications over voice-only communications.
A second ground-based simulation study (ref. 2)
was conducted to compare the benefits of using data
link for tactical and strategic ATC messages and
automatic terminal information service (ATIS) re-
ports with conventional voice communications in a
two-crew-member transport airplane. The results
of this study were similar to those attained in the
single-pilot IFR tests (ref. 1). The flight crews pre-
ferred message exchange with the data link for rou-
tine tactical and strategic communications with ATC
facilities.
The data link communication process used dur-
ing this second simulation test entailed time delays
that were related to the physical characteristics of
the data link system and its interface. As a result
of these delays, the crews preferred to use voice ra-
dio when exchanging urgent messages. The crews
expressed concern over losing pilot out-the-window
vigilance when they looked down to read the al-
phanumeric display of ATC messages. They also ex-
pressed concern that information could no longer be
received by monitoring voice communications with
other aircraft on the common radio frequency (i.e.,
the missing party-line effect).
Flight tests were then conducted in the NASA
Transport Systems Research Vehicle (TSRV) Boeing
737 airplane to determine the pilot acceptance of
the data link as the primary communications source.
Specifically, these flight tests contrasted current voice
communications with a data link used to transmit
both strategic and tactical ATC messages during
a typical commercial airline flight from pretaxi to
takeoff to landing. This report describes the results
of these flight tests.
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data link processor
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flight level
flight management system
flying pilot
frequency
geographical data
heading
instrunmnt flight rules
mode control panel
metering fix
microwave lan¢ting system
navigation display"
nonflying pilot
notice to airmen
observations
Open Systems Interconnection
primary flight display
pilot report
roger
roger/enter
research flight deck
route modification request
significant meteorological
information
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in fig. A9)
Transport Systems Research
Vehicle
transcribed weather
broadcast
VHF very high frequency
VOR very high frequency omni-
directional range radio
WAL Wallops airport
WAL APR Wallops approach control
WALFT terminal fl)recast for
Wallops airport
WCP weather communications
processor
Description of Test Systems
Airplane
The airplane used in these flight tests was the
NASA TSRV, which is a modified Boeing 737 air-
plane (fig. 1). The TSRV airplane is equipped with
highly flexible experimental systems that consist of
an electronic flight display system, a digital fly-by-
wire flight control and flight guidance system with
a side-stick controller, and an advanced area nav-
igation system. These experimental systems were
overhtid on the conventional airplane navigation and
flight control systems.
A research flight deck (RFD) is located in tile
cabin behind the conventional flight deck as shown in
the cutaway model of the airplane in figure 2. Flight
operations from takeoff to landing may be performed
from the RFD.
The interior of tile RFD is a full-size flight deck
that contains eight 8- by 8-in. flight-quality, color
CRT displays (fig. 3). Each pilot has a primary flight
display (PFD) and a navigation display (ND). The
four CRT displays located on the center panel of the
flight deck are used for engine instruments, check
lists, and flight test purposes. During these tests, the
CRT located in the lower right-hand center panel was
used for the data link interface with the flight crew.
The display formats on each PFD are integrated
in design to correspond to the selected flight control
systeIn mode and the selected flight guidance system.
To select the flight guidance and control system
modes, pilots used the mode control panel (MCP)
that is located in the center of the glare shield.
Reference 3 contains a detailed description of the
PFD formats and tile operation of tile flight guidance
and control system.
Each pilot has a control display unit (CDU) to
interface with the flight management system (FMS).
Data Link System
The data link system in these tests was designed
to evaluate tile use of a data link as the primary
communicationsystembetweenthe air and the
ground. Tile followingtypesof informationwere
communicated:ATCstrategicclearances(predepar-
ture,en route,andapproachclearances);ATC tac-
tical clearances(vectors,intermediatespeed,andal-
tituderestrictions);weatherinformation;ATIS;and
companymessages.Fortestpurposes,thedatalink
messageswereassignedtwo levelsof importance:
time-criticalandnon-time-criticalmessages.Time-
criticalmessagesweredefinedasthetacticalandair-
bornestrategic learancemessagesthat werereceived
fromATC.All othermessageswereconsideredto be
non-time-criticalmessages,whichincludedthe pre-
departurerouteclearancefromATC,weatherinfor-
mation,andcompanymessages.
In thesetests,tiledata.link systemconsistedof a
groundsystem,a data link systemradiosourcebe-
tweenthegr(mndandtheairplane,andan interface
betweenthe airbornedata link, the flight systems,
and the crew. A blockdiagramof this systemis
shownin figure4.
Ground system. The ground system used in
these tests was designed to support the airborne as-
pects of the data link operations. No effort was
made to evaluate how tile data link system affects
the air traffic controller. A single person served as
the pseudo air traffic controller for each ATC sec-
tor that the airplane passed through. Voice com-
munications were also provided between the pseudo
air traffic controller and other pseudo aircraft traf-
fic to investigate the effects on situational awareness
when ATC communications with other traffic are not
heard.
The ground system consisted of a data link pro-
cessor (DLP), a telephone modem to access a real-
time, digital weather data base, a ground-based radar
to track the position of the airplane, two different
data link radio sources to the airplane, and multiple
VHF frequencies for voice radio comnmnications.
The DLP was a personal computer with multi-
ple interrupt-driven, serial communications ports for
communicating with the airplane and the real-time
weather data base. Ground personnel used the DLP
to store ATIS messages, compose and send ATC and
company messages to the airplane, receive down-
linked messages, communicate with the weather data
base, and log all messages. The ATIS information
was stored in a buffer in the DLP and automatically
sent to the airplane on a request-reply basis.
Weather information used during these flight tests
was obtained from a Federal Aviation Administration
weather data base in McLean, Virginia. This data
base was developed and is supported by the MITRE
Corporation. The DLP acted as a gateway between
the airplane and the weather data base by automati-
cally relaying weather information requests from the
airplane through a land-based telephone line to the
weather data base. These requests and the response
from the weather data base were automatically sent
without any action by the ground personnel.
The tracking radar was used to determine the
position of the research airplane. This position was
shown on a CRT display and used by the pseudo air
traffic controller.
Data link radio sources. Two different ra-
dio sources for the data link system were used dur-
ing these tests. The first data link source, called
"Packet," was implenmnted by using a 1200-bps ra-
dio modem over a frequency of 168.35 MHz (VHF).
An AX.25 protocol (ref. 4) operating in a connec-
tion mode was used to implement the bottom three
layers of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
architecture.
The second data link source was the commercially
available Aeronautical Radio, Inc. (ARINC) commu-
nications addressing and reporting system (ACARS)
data link. This system was used to report on a com-
mercially shared VHF frequency.
Airborne data link system. The airborne data
link system and displays were designed for ease of use
and for reduction of flight crew work load. To achieve
case of use, the data link display was designed with
menu-selectable information in overlapping windows.
A touch panel mounted on the CRT display of the
data link was designed to minimize crew-typing ac-
tivities and reduce crew work load. However, the
flight crew could, at their option, use the CDU key-
board to type free-text information into the data link
system. A digitized voice was used to provide au-
ditory output of time-critical ATC data-linked mes-
sages and tile initial data-linked route clearance.
Another system design that reduced crew work
load was tile capability of the crew to readily trans-
fer data-linked information into the airplane flight
guidance system and/or the FMS. Information, how-
ever, could not be transferred into the airplane flight
guidance system or FMS directly from the ground.
Thus, the flight crews were required to make the de-
cision to transfer the information, and they could do
so with a single-button activation.
Display windows. The data link display for-
mats are contained in small, medium, and large win-
dows that can overlay each other (fig. 5). The large
windowis usedto displaythe main menupageor
weathermenupage.Themediumwindowis usedto
disphtyall informationcomposedby tile flight crew
to bedatalinkedto thegroundandto viewstored
messagesand currentATC clearances.The small
windowis usedto displayintormationsentfromthe
groundto theairt)lane.
Tile data link windowsaredrawnon threelay-
ers. Thesmallwindowis alwaysdisplayedon the
top layer.Whenit is viewed,thesmallwindowal-
wayshasvisualpriority overthemediumandlarge
windows.The mediumwin(towis alwaysdisplayed
on themiddlelayer.Whenit isviewed,themedium
windowoverlaysthelargewindow.Thelargewindow
is alwaysdisplayedonthebottomlayeranddoesnot
overlayanyotherwindow.Tileuppermostlayerdis-
playedis theactivewindow.Window'shownbelow"
theuppermostlayerareinactive.
Eachwindowcontainstouch-sensitiveareasthat
aredrawnas buttons. Theset)uttonscontainla-
belsforannunciatingvariousactionsto beperformed
or formatselectionsto beshownon tile data link
display. At tile bottomof the largewindow,an
areais usedfor message-annunciationbuttonsto
alert the crewwhennon-time-criticalmessagesar-
rive. (Non-time-criticalmessagesincludedweather
information,ATIS, companymessages,generalan-
nouncementmessagesfi'om ATC,and strategicor
en routeclearanceswhenthe airplanewason the
ground.)Whenthesebuttonsareactivated,theap-
propriatemessageisshown.
Exceptfor scrollbuttons(buttonscontainingan
arrow),thedata link systeminterpretsa button to
havebeenactivatedwhentilepilot'sfinger(orother
touchdevice,suchas a pencil)is lifted from the
buttononthetouchpanel.If thepilotkeepstouching
thedisplaybut slideshisorherfingeroff thebutton,
noactionis takenby thedatalink system.
Scrollbuttonscontainarrowsthat point up or
down. Whenmessagescannotbeentirelyseenon
onewindow,the pilots can toucha scroll button
to movethe messageup or downsothat theycan
readdifferentpartsof the message.Scrollbuttons
alsoincreaseor decreasenumericalvaluesthat are
generatedby the flight crew. As longmsthe pilot
keepstouchingthebutton, thescrollingactionwill
continue.
Differentcolorsareusedin the displaysto indi-
catetheactiveandinactivewindows,thecurrently
touchedbutton,andtheperpendiculartouchtarget
lines(fig.6). Thebluewindowsandbuttonsarein-
active. Touchingbluebuttonsdoesnot causeany
actionto occur.Thewhitewindowsandbuttonsare
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active.Whitebuttonsmaybe touchedto causean
actionto be takenby the datalink system.In fig-
urc6,thesmallwindowindicatesatime-criticalmes-
sagehasbeenreceived.Themediumwindow,which
is drawnin white,overlaysthemainmenuwindow',
whichisdrawnin blue.(Time-criticalmessageswere
the tacticalmessages,ucha,svectors,altitudeand
speedclearances,androutemodifications,transmit-
tedbyATC.)
The magentatouch-targetlinesand the green
button providetwo indicationsof wherethe pilot
is touchingthe panel. Thetouch-targetlinescross
the positionon the touchpanelthat the airborne
datalink systeIninterpretsisbeingtouched.If more
thanoneareaisbeingtouched,theaverageposition
betweenthoseareasis computedas the touched
locationandwouldbeappropriatelyindicatedbythe
touch-targetlines.
Whenthetouch-sensitiveareainsideawhite(ac-
tive)buttonis beingtouched,thecolorof that but-
tonchangesto green.Whenthepilot'sfingeris lifted
fromagreenbutton,it flashestwiceto indicatethat
theconmiandhast)eenacceptedbythedatalink sys-
temandthat theappropriateactionis beingtaken.
Ground-to-air messages. In figure 7, non-
time-critical nmssages from the weather communi-
cations processor (WCP), general information from
ATC, and company communications from the airline
(NASA in this example) are annunciated by the but-
tons on the lower part of the main menu page. One
or more of these tmttons is only displayed when a
corresponding non-time-critical message has been re-
ceived. The crew may touch the appropriate button
to respond to these message anmmciations in any
order and at their convenience. Their response re-
sults in that. message being shown on a small window
that overlays any previous large or medium windows
shown. Once the crew responds to that message, tile
small window will disappear, and the crew may select
another non-time-critical message.
Figure 8 is an example of a time-critical mes-
sage from ATC. When a time-critical ATC message
is linked to the airplane, the message is displayed
automatically in the small window. An electronic
digitized voice then repeats the message to the flight
crew. The flight crew must respond to that message
before any other message can be viewed or composed
for down-linking to the ground.
With the example shown in figure 8, the crew
nmy respond by activating the ROGER, ROGER/
ENTER, or UNABLE button. When the ROGER
button is activated, a "roger" message is sent back
to ATC,tilesmallwindowisremoved,themessageis
storedforlaterinspectionoil tile viewmessagepage,
andtheat)I)ropriatemessageinformationisshownoil
theviewclearancepage.(Seeappendix.)
If the ROGER/ENTERbutton isactivated,the
sameactionsoccurwhentheROGER.buttonis ac-
tivated; ill addition,appropriatecommandsareill-
sertedinto theairplaneflight controlsystemand/or
theflightmanagenmntsystem.In thisexample,the
350° headingandtile27000-ftaltitudeclearancesare
insertedinto tile flight controlandguidancesystem.
If theUNABLEtmtton isactivated,an "rulable"
messageissenttoATC,thesmallwindowisremoved,
andthemessageisstoredwithanunableresponsefor
laterinspectionon theviewmessagepage.Tile test
crewsweretoldto immediatelycontactATCbyvoice
radioordatalinkif theysentanunableresponseback
to ATC.
In figure9, morethanonetinm-criticalmessage
andnumerousnon-time-criticalmessagesarewaiting
for a crewresponse.All time-criticalmessagesmust
be respondedto beforetile non-time-criticalmes-
sages(buttonsnowshownin blue)maybeobserved.
Thecrewmayexamineall time-criticalmessagesby
activatingtheTIME CRITICAL MESSAGE WAIT-
ING button on the top of the large window. When
this button is activated, the time-critical message dis-
played is removed, and tile next time-critical message
is displayed. The crew may respond t.o the time-
critical messages in any order. Once all the t.inm-
critical messages have been responded to, the non-
time-critical buttons are changed from inactive to
active (blue to white), so the crew can respond to
these messages at their convenience.
Main menu options. The main menu page is
shown in figure 10. From this page, the crew may
select six display page options:
1. The ATC page is used for constructing ATC
related requests from the flight crew to ATC.
2. The weather menu page is used for construct-
ing requests for weather information from a
weather data base located on the ground.
3. The ATIS page is used for requesting ATIS
information.
4. Tile NASA ground page is used for typing any
free-text messages to be sent to the crew's
company.
5. The view clearance page is used to view the
strategic (route) clearance, the current tac-
tical (vectors, altitude assignments, airspeed
,
restrictions) clearances, and the current ATC
voice communications frequency that should
be monitored.
The view message page allows tile crew to re-
call all gromld-to-air and air-to-ground data-
linked messages that have occurred on their
flight. The message list identifies the source
of each message and the time the message
was sent through tile data link. For a mes-
sage transmitted from tile ground to tile air-
plane, the list. shows when the message was re-
ceived in tile airplane, when the crew answered
or responded, and tile type of response
ROGER, ROGER/ENTER, or UNABLE to
tile message.
Page format. Figure 11 is a tree diagram of the
pages that may be selected on the data link display.
Tile display formats of each page are designed to lead
the crew through tile tree so that crew requests may
be readily constructed and sent to the gromld. Fur-
ther details on tile operation of this data link system
and page formats may be found in the appendix and
in reference 5.
Test Design
Purpose of Flight Tests
Tile objective of these flight tests was to compare
flight operations for which all air-to-ground conunu-
nications were voice radio with flight operations for
which the air-to-ground conmmnications were pri-
marily data link. Voice radio was always used as a
backup communications source during the data link
portion of the flight tests. Conmmnications included
ATC clearances and messages, ATIS, weather infor-
mation, and company messages. The flight oper-
ations were typical of commercial airline flights in
an airplane with an electronic flight instrmnentation
system. During this test, tile following specific issues
were addressed:
1. Tile flight crew acceptance of data link com-
munications for strategic and tactical ATC
messages
2. Perceived work load of flight crew
3. Evaluation of the design of the interface be-
tween the NASA data link and the flight crew
4. The flight crew acceptance of the ability to
transfer ATC commands directly from the
data link system into the aircraft FMS and
flight guidance and control system at their
discretion
Test Conditions
For this evaluation, six test crews flew three differ-
ent flight paths from takeoff to landing. Each path
was flown oll a different route to reduce the flight
crew's anticipation of similar operational scenarios
during the flight test. The airborne communications
capabilities and/or procedures were also different for
each path. However, specific scenarios were devel-
oped for each path so that the types of transmitted
messages were the same. Thus, comparisons could be
made between the different communications capabil-
ities and procedures.
The flight path shown in figure 12 was used to
establish a data baseline for which all communica-
tions were made with normal voice radio. The data
established during this flight were used for compari-
son with the data obtained from the data link flights.
Flights on tile other two paths, shown in figures 13
and 14, were made by using the data link system as
the primary communications source, with voice radio
as a backup.
For flights on the path shown in figure 12, the
flight crew was instructed to use the voice radio to
make an initial "sign-on" call whenever there was a
radio frequency change with ATC. The initial sign-
on call was done to assure that voice radio contact
with ATC had been established. Flights on this path
were denoted as data link/contact ATC flights.
For flights on the path shown in figure 14, the
flight crew was instructed to tune and only monitor
the radio after each frequency change, that is, not
make the initial sign-on call. These flights were
denoted as data link/monitor ATC flights.
The order that the paths were flown was changed
for each crew. The purpose of this change was to
reduce learning-curve effects upon the crew's com-
ments and evaluations of the data link system. These
learning-curve effects are caused by operating a new
airplane with new communications procedures.
Flight crew tasks. The flying pilot's (FP) tasks
were to control the airplane by manually steering
it with the side-stick controller or by engaging and
monitoring the autopilot. The FP was responsible for
the overall control of the airplane and would instruct
the nonflying pilot (NFP) to make inputs to the data
link system, the flight control and guidance system,
and the flight management system when necessary.
The main task of the NFP was to support the FP,
which included operating the airplane landing gear
and flaps, making inputs to the FMS and the flight
control and guidance system, and maintaining com-
munications with ATC.
Communications tasks. The communications
tasks for both the data link flights and the base-
line voice communications flights were the same as
those that would normally be accomplished during
a typical airline flight. These tasks included obtain-
ing the following: ATIS information prior to engine
start; ATC predeparture clearance (strategic clear-
ance); taxi and takeoff clearances; nmnerous vectors,
intermediate altitudes, and airspeed restrictions (tac-
tical clearances); route modifications due to weather
or traffic restrictions; last minute modifications to
the final instrument approach procedure; clearance
to land; requests for weather information; and com-
pany information, such as gate number inquiries or
wheelchair requests for a passenger.
The same types of ATC and ATIS related mes-
sages were transmitted to the airplane on each of
the flight paths based on the location of the airplane
along the path. Similar message types ensured that
each crew had approximately the same work load
on each of the flight paths and that crew comments
would be based on the same communications tasks.
Requests for weather information and company mes-
sages were made at the discretion of the flight crew.
The clearances for taxi, takeoff, and landing were
always made with voice communications. The test
crews were also instructed to use the voice radio
when they felt that it was most appropriate, such as
during unusual requests or negotiations with ATC.
The crews were told that urgent or traffic advisory
calls wouht be made by voice radio from ATC.
Flight profiles. All test flights began and ended
at Wallops Flight Facility. Each of the three test
flights were flown on different routes, and each route
was approximately 250 miles long. Each of the flights
consisted of a takeoff and climb phase, an abbrevi-
ated cruise phase, and a descent and approach-to-
landing phase. Cruise altitudes were maintained be-
tween 15500 and 17500 ft.
During these tests, it was desirable to operate the
airplane according to visual flight regulations. This
choice allowed greater flexibility for vectors, altitude
and speed restrictions, and route modifications from
the pseudo air traffic controllers on the ground.
Test Subjects
Seven two-man test crews were selected as sub-
jects for these flights. Since training time for each
crew was limited to only 1 day prior to their flight,
several criteria were used to select them. Each test
crew was selected from the same airline so that nor-
mal crew procedures would be the same. To reduce
the learning-curve effect from transitioning into a
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newelectronicflightdeck,eachsubjectwasrequired
to havesomeoperationalexperienceflyingairplanes
with EFISdisplays.To reducethetrainingtimere-
quiredfor CDUoperations,thenonflyingtest crew
memberswerealsorequiredto besomewhatprofi-
cientwith FMSCDUoperations.
Thecrewmembers electedfor thesetestswere
employedby major United Statesair carriersor
freightairlines. Crew members,who represented
both managementand linepilots, variedin experi-
encelevelsfrom manyhoursof flight time to very
little airlineoperationalexperience.
Test Crew Training Procedures
Prior to arrival for the flight tests, each crew
member was mailed operational instructions for the
primary flight display and the flight guidance and
control system. No instructions were given on the
operation of the data link system.
The first day after the test crew members arrived
was used for training. The test crews were given a
briefing that lasted approximately 90 minutes on the
operation of the flight guidance and control system, a
review of the primary flight display, and a 15-minute
presentation on the data link format and system
operation that they would be evaluating.
After the briefing, the crew spent approximately
5 hours in the TSRV simulator. During this time,
1/2 hour was devoted solely to the operation of the
data link system, and approxilnately 1/2 hour was
devoted to the operation of the FIVIS CDU. The
remaining time was used to familiarize the crew with
both systems and operational procedures. Paths
were flown that were similar to those flown during
the actual flight test runs. After the training in the
simulator was completed, the test crew was taken to
the research airplane for briefings on the differences
between the displays and flight control systems of the
simulator and the airplane.
Recorded Data
The data recorded during these flights included
digital recordings of the airplane state (i.e., airspeed,
altitude, headings, bank angle, etc.) and flight guid-
ance and control mode selections and commands.
Video recordings were made of the primary flight dis-
play, the map display, and the test crew operations
in the RFD. Audio recordings were made of all ra-
dio communications and interphone communications
that were conducted in the airplane. All data-linked
messages were time stamped and recorded both at
the ground station and in the airplane. Research
observation notes were also recorded during the test
operations. After the flight test was completed, each
test crew member participated in an extensive de-
briefing period, which lasted from 2 to 4 hours.
Results and Discussion
The following results and discussion are based
upon debriefing notes from seven test crews and
recorded flight data from six of those crews. The
flight with the seventh test crew had to be canceled
because of adverse weather conditions. However, be-
cause that crew had received the simulation train-
ing, they were debriefed as if they had completed
the flight test. Comments obtained from the seventh
crew were very similar to those obtained from the
other test crew members.
Communication Confusion, Errors, and
Repeats
Crew-ATC communication confusion, errors, and
verbal repeats were recorded during each of the
flights. During these tests, confusion was defined to
have occurred when information was transmitted but
the receiving party either did not understand the in-
tent of the message or they forgot it. Some pilot
errors and message repeats resulted from confusion.
Pilot errors were defined to have occurred when
an incorrect action or event took place as a result of
communications. An error could be as simple as mis-
tuning an assigned radio frequency or as significant
as flying to an incorrect waypoint.
Communication repeats were defined to have oc-
curred when part or all of the message had to be re-
peated. Repeats could occur when simultaneous ra-
dio transmissions blocked each other or simply when
the receiving party did not hear or understand the
message.
The number of times that message confusion, er-
rors, and repeats occurred on the baseline test flights
that used voice radio as the primary communication
with ATC was compared with that for the flights
that used data link as the primary communication
with ATC. The data link flights were divided into
those in which the pilots were required to establish
radio contact with ATC at each voice radio frequency
change (data link/contact ATC) and those in which
the pilots would just tune the voice radio and mon-
itor the ATC (data link/monitor ATC). The results
of this comparison are summarized in table 1 and are
referred to in the remainder of this section.
Tal)h,1.('ommunicationConfusion,Errors.andRepeats
(?(infusion 5
Errors 7
Repeats 46
Data link
contact ATC
Data link
monitor ATC
Confusion. During the test flights, five events
were judged to be pilot confusion all occurred dur-
ing t)aseline, voice conmmnications flights. In one of
the events, the airplane was on the final approach
and had been cleared to land, but the crew had for-
gotten that they were cleared to land. In two other
events, the crew had forgotten their assigne(i altitude
or heading during vectors from ATC. These events
caused additional conmmnications to occur but (lid
not cause any significant operational problems.
The fourth confllsion event occurred shortly after
takeoff during a vector from ATC. The airplane was
established on a vector directly towards the first way-
point of the departure route. At that time, ATC gave
a new and mmsual vector that require(t a left turn of
more than 130 ° (i.e., away from the first en route
waypoint). As the airplane was turning, ATC ,'_ske(t
the present heading of the airplane, and the pilot re-
st)onded with 360 °. The a.ir traffic controller then
said: "That'tl t)e okay." Then, the pilot questioned
whether to maintain the heading of 360 ° or continue
the turn. Several voice transmissions were needed to
clarify that the turn wa_s to be continued. This event
occurred during actual IFR operations that included
interacting with an actual ATC facility. Depending
upon the traffic situation, this type of error could
have caused significant problems.
The fifth confllsion event occurred when the crew
ha(] been cleare(t to conduct a VOR 17 approach
to a lan(ling at. Wallops Flight Facility. In this
apt)roach, the final waypoint was the airport at
Wallops. ,Just prior t.o starting the VOR 17 approach,
the pih)t requested an MLS 22 approach. Approach
control then gave the following clearance: "Cleared
direct to VfALAP, then cleared h)r the MLS 22 ap-
proach." (WALAP is an intersection located 16 miles
northemst of the Wallops airport.) The pilot gave the
correct clearance readl)ack to ATC but interpreted
the clearance to mean that he was cleared direct to-
wards Walh)ps airport, then cleared for the MLS 22
approach. This resulted in the pilot committing an
error by actually flying to the airport and a repeat
by asking ATC to clarify the clearance. Depending
upon the traffic situation, this type of error could
have cause(t significant problems. This event also
occurred during actual IFR operations during inter-
actions with an actual ATC facility.
Errors. During the test flights that used brine-
line, voice-only communications, seven errors oc-
curred. Twice as ninny test flights used (tata link;
these flights also resulted in seven errors. Of these
errors, four occurred during the data link/contact
ATC flights, and three occurred during the data
link/monitor ATC flights. However, all errors that
occurred during the data link flights were the result
of the crew improperly tuning or selecting the voice
communications radio and not contacting ATC with
the voice radio when necessary. This failure to con-
tact ATC could be a very significant problenl during
time-critical messages.
During the voice-oIfiy conmmnicat:ion flights, the
errors inelu(ted flying to the wrong waypoint, re|s-
tuning the radio, missing an assigned waypoint
crossing altitude, and giving an improper clearance.
readback.
It was concluded that the use of data link could
sul)stantially reduce the numt)er of conmmnication
errors. The reduction of errors wtLs attributed to the
fact that the crew had an accurate, written text of
instructions that they couht refer to at any time.
Repeats. Fifty-eight reI)eats were encountered
during this study. All ret)eats occurred with the
use of the voice radio. During the t)aseline, voice
coInmunication flights, 46 (:ommunication rei)eats
occurred. Of these repeats, 12 were cau,qed by errors
and/or confllsion, an(t 34 were caused by the crew
missing all or part of a voice transmission. During the
data link/contact ATC flights, nine repeats occurred
because the pilot missed part of an ATC message.
Three repeats occurred on the data link/monitor
ATC flights during voice transmissions when the pilot
inquired about adverse weather conditions that he
had overheard from comnmnications between other
traffic and ATC.
It was concluded that data link couht reduce
the number of conmmnication repeats. The repeats
could be reduced because data link prevents signal
interference or voice interruptions from other trans-
missions and allows the crew to defer rea(|ing the
message until tinm-critical tasks are con_pleted.
Pilot Utilization of ROGER and
ROGER/ENTER
All flight test crews indicated that the ROGER/
ENTER. button was beneficial. A comi)arison of pilot
utilization of the ROGER/ENTER button versus
the ROGER button is illustrated in figure 15. For
tactical messages, the ROGER/ENTER tmtton was
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used86 percentof the time, while the ROGER
buttonwasused14percentof thetime.
MessageTiming of ATC Communications
ATC messagesthat werelinkedto the airplane
weredividedinto threebasictypes: clearance,in-
formation,and tactical. Clearancemessagesin-
cludedpredeparture,reroute,and approachclear-
ances.Informationmessageswerenon-time-critical
messages,uchasATC initiated ATIS, congestion
reports,andlocalweatheralerts.Tacticalcommuni-
cationsincludedtime-criticalmessages,uchashead-
ing, speed,and altitudeassignments;altimeterset-
tings;transferof ATCconmmnications;andfreetext
that the groundcontrollerwishedto immediately
communicateto theflight crew.
Duringtheseflight tests,the ACARSdata link
systemwasusedon two of the test runsand the
Packetdatalink systemwasusedon the remaining
test runs. Althoughtile ACARSdata link system
workedwell,it wasfeltthat theuniformityofdelivery
timesofferedby Packetwouldyieldmoreconsistent
timesfor comparisonof the test results.Thus,the
timing resultsreportedin this sectionincludeonly
thedatarunsthat usethePacketdatalink system.
ThemessagedeliverytimeofthePacketdatalink
systemrequiredan averagetime of 1.5sec. This
tune includedtransmissionand protocolhandling.
Thus,thetotal messagetransactiontimeandtotal
tasktimeof thefollowingsectionsincludea round-
trip timeofabout3secformessagetransmissionand
protocolhandling.
Timingresultsusethefollowingdefinitions:
1. Totalmessagetransactiontime:thetimefl'om
whena messageis sentfromthegrounduntil
thegroundreceivesthepilot'srogerorunable
response
2. Responsetime: thetimefromwhenthepilot
isalertedto or beginshearingamessageuntil
thepilot makesa rogeror unable reply
3. Total task time: the time from when the
message is sent from the ground until the pilot
makes a roger or unable reply and enters the
data into the appropriate flight system
As mentioned previously, the total transaction
times for the data link are simply the response times
plus the 3-see round-trip delay time of the Packet
system.
Tactical transaction times. As illustrated in
figure 16, the average total tactical message transac-
tion time of the data link was 12.5 see with a standard
deviation of 5.7 sec. Subtracting the 3-see transmis-
sion time of the Packet System yields an average pi-
lot response time of 9.8 see. This response time is
comparable to the grand mean of 9.3 sec for those
research efforts that are summarized in reference 6.
The largest total message transaction time
recorded was 36 sec. The corresponding 33-see max-
imum pilot response time was within the 40-see time
linfit described in reference 7 as a proposed "failed
message" linfit.
Strategic clearance transaction times.
Strategic clearances are subdivided into airborne
clearances and predeparture clearances. Airborne
clearances were considered to be time critical, but
predeparture clearances were not.
Figure 17 illustrates the airborne strategic to-
tal message transaction times. The mean transac-
tion time was 20.9 sec with a standard deviation of
8.8 sec. Although these inessages were treated as
time critical, the reroute clearances in each test run
were longer and more complex than most of the tac-
tical messages. This difference resulted in a larger
mean total message transaction time for the airborne
strategic clearances than for the tactical messages,
which was 12.5 sec.
Predeparture clearances were not considered to
be time critical; thus, only a message-annunciation
tmtton appeared on the data link display when such
clearances arrived. Figure 18 illustrates the distribu-
tion of total message transaction times with a mean
of 43.3 sec and a standard deviation of 15.4 sec.
Total task time for certain tactical mes-
sages. In an attempt to compare the speed of com-
pliance with the ATC instructions that used voice in-
stead of data link, the concept of total task time for
certain tactical messages was considered. Since video
recordings of the test crew and flight deck panel were
made, the time the crew took to enter data into the
mode control panel could be measured. Thus, if the
desired action is to enter data into the mode control
panel and send a roger to the ground, then a com-
parison could be made between voice and data link.
Consequently, the concept of total tack time was de-
fined, and a comparison was made for those tactical
messages that contained one or more speed, altitude,
or heading assignments.
As shown in table 2, the mean total task time
for all tactical messages with one or more altitude,
heading, or speed commands was 10.7 see for data
link versus 15.6 see for voice. Data link was faster
because the pilot entry consisted of activating the
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ROGER/ENTERbuttonoll thedatalink displayin-
steadof manuallydialingthe informationinto the
flight controlsystemMCPasrequiredforvoicecom-
munications. Whenonly one of either altitude,
speed,or headingwasassigned,no appreciabledif-
ferenceoccurredbetweentile datalink andtile voice
testruns,withmeantimesof 10.8secforvoiceversus
10.2secfor data link. Eachof the datalink times
includedthe 3-sectransmissiontime delayfor the
Packetdatalink system.
Tabh,2.MeanTotalTaskTimeforTacticalMessages
WithAltitude,Speed,orHeadingCommand
Average
Standard deviation
Samples
Olle or tnore
conlnlands
Voice Data link
15.6 sec 10.7 see
1(}.1 see 4.5 see
39 106
Only one
COlllllland
Voice Data link
10.8 sec 10.2 sec
4.5 sec 4.8 see
18 85
Pilot Acceptance of Data Link for ATC
Messages
Six of the test crews found the use of data
link for AT(: tactical and strategic clearances to be
acceptable if there was a voice radio capability for
backup communications. These crew menlbers felt
that when pilots operate in the ternlinal area, voice
radio should be used as the primary conmmnication
device to reduce their "heads-down" time (time when
they should be visually monitoring for other aircraft
traffic). However, the point where the pilots felt that
the transition from data link to voice radio should
occur varied between entering the terminal area and
the final approach to the runway.
One test crew was more conservative in their opin-
ion on the use of data link as a communication device
with ATC. They felt that data link could be used as
a backup to normal voice radio communications. In
addition, they felt that data link should only be used
for ATC purposes during periods of low work load,
such as when flying at cruise altitudes. However,
they wanted to use data link while waiting to receive
their predeparture en route clearance.
Overall, the test crews expressed a high degree of
enthusiasm for the use of data link to receive ATC
strategic and tactical messages. Their primary rea-
sons for favoring the data link were the reduction of
message errors, the capability to retrieve past mes-
sages, and the reduction of frequency congestion.
They also favored the capability of accessing the
weather data base. The crews felt that voice radio
should be available for certain time-critical messages
and for messages that would require lengthy compo-
sition (typing).
The prinmry concerns expressed by the test crews,
particularly the Inore conservative crew, were the
loss of the subtleties from the tone of the controller's
voice, the loss of the controller's comments, and the
"heads down" time required when flying in the ter-
minal area. One crewman was concerned about the
training time requirements that would be involved
when crews that transfer from one type of airplane
to another are required to learn the various types of
airborne data link interfaces (i.e., negative transfer
of learning effects).
The crews were also concerned about the loss
of the party-line effect, whereby listening to ATC
conmmnications with other aircraft gives pilots an
advance indication of information that could affect
their flight (i.e., traffic congestion, delays, weather,
etc.). One crew member indicated that they would
miss the party-line effect but could operate without
it as long as the frequency congestion was reduced.
In an effort to provide some of the general infor-
mation that results from the party-line effect, gen-
eral infornmtion messages were sent through the data
link system to all airplanes. These messages included
traffic delay's and severe weather reports for a partic-
ular geographic area and significant changes to in-
formation contained in the ATIS when the airplane
was in the termilml area. The flight crews indicated
that this type of general information sent through
the data link was helpfifl.
Perceived Work Load
The majority of the test crews felt that data link,
in general, would reduce the nonflying pilot's work
load and mistakes. They felt that the single-tmtton
entry of route modifications and barometric altime-
ter settings into the FMS, and airspeed, heading, and
altitude conmmnds into the flight guidance and con-
trol system significantly contributed to the reduction
of work load and number of mistakes.
One crew member expressed his concern that
the need to read the data link display and verify
the entry of information into the flight guidance
and control panel required too much heads-down
time. However, another crew member indicated that
writing the information on a piece of paper and then
entering it into the flight guidance and control panel
required much more heads-down time than entering
the information on the data link system.
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A third crewmemberindicatedthat the data
link systemlet him distributehis work loadmore
evenly.Hecouldlookawayfromthewrittenmessage
to performothertasksandthenlookbackto finish
readingthemessage.
ATC Radio FrequencyChanges
In an effort to further reducevoice-radiofre-
quencycongestionwith the useof data link, some
crewmembershavesuggestedthat noverbalsign-
onsberequiredbytheflight crewswheneveranATC
frequencychangeoccurs.However,without an ini-
tial sign-on,the crewmemberswouldnot knowif
theywerein actualcontactwith ATC.
Pilot commentsindicatedthat a voicesign-on
wouldbenecessaryfor eachATC frequencychange
during the initial implementationof data link in
the operationalenvironment.After the transition
period,pilotswouldonly needto tuneandmonitor
the radio. However,whenthe initial voicesign-
on is removed,someindicationmust be givento
the flight crewand ATC that the radiosare tuned
correctlyin casetime-criticalvoicecommunications
arenecessary.
Data Link Display Location
Muchdiscussiontookplacewith thetestsubjects
on theimplementationandlocationof thedatalink
systemin the flightdeck.All subjectsagreedthat,
whilespacein the flightdeckis at a premium,the
datalink display,whenusedfor ATC tacticalmes-
sages,mustbelocatedontheinstrumentpanelor the
centerconsolein front of thethrottlesin thepilot's
forwardfieldof view.
Becauseof the shortageof flightdeckspace,the
data link displaymayhaveto bedividedinto two
areas. The time-criticalmessages,or sometype
of visualalert of them,couldappearin the pilot's
forwardfield of view. The remainderof the data
link system(display,keyboard,etc.) couldthenbe
insertedoil thecenterthrottleconsole.Also,a data
link messagealertingmechanismandtile ROGER,
ROGER/ENTER,and UNABLEbuttonscouldbe
locatedon theglareshield.
Themajorityofthecrewmembersindicatedthat
theydonot wantthedatalink displayandtheFMS
CDUcombined,particularlywhentheyusethedata
link for ATC tacticalmessages.Crew members also
felt that the CDU contained too much information
that the pilot needed, and the CDU would not be
able to time-share the information with the data link
messages.
Several of the pilots felt that if the airplane con-
tained three CDUs, incorporating the data link dis-
play into the third CDU would be acceptable. How-
ever, they could not decide, location wise, which
CDU should be dedicated to the data link and which
CDU should be dedicated to the FMS.
The majority of the pilots indicated that they
wanted to make alphanumeric inputs to any of the
systems in the airplane through the same keyboard.
This ability would keep the keyboard layout consis-
tent (better pilot familiarity) and would tend to re-
duce confusion. The pilots indicated that they would
like to use the CDU keyboard to make inputs to the
data link system. This appears to contradict their
desire to keep the data link and CDU separate.
Flight Deck Printer
Although a flight deck printer was not used during
these tests, crew members were asked if they needed
a printer for the test scenarios. The test crews
concluded that a flight deck printer is not necessary
for certain data link system interfaces, such as the
CRT display formats used in these tests.
Data Link Display Formatting Concept
In an overall evaluation, the test crews judged
that the data link window menu-forrnatting concept
with the touch-panel capability was very easy to
use. The window-menu-formatting concept required
little training time even when used to its maximum
capability.
The test crews also found that transferring route
clearances and route modifications directly into the
FMS CDU and transferring airspeed, heading, and
altitudes directly into the flight guidance and control
system were very acceptable. The single-button
activation, which causes the transfer of commands
at the pilot's discretion, was viewed as a significant
work saver and error reducer.
During the design of the data link touch-panel
display formats, there was some concern about par-
allax problems that could occur. However, since the
magenta touch-target lines and the touched button
changed from white to green, the crews decided that
parallax was not a problem.
The color coding of the display format was judged
to be acceptable. The white active display shown
over blue inactive windows was easy to view.
Most test crew members liked the electronic digi-
tized voice that delivered all time-critical messages
and the predeparture route clearance where they
were received. They did not, however, feel that the
electronic digitized voice was a necessity for the op-
eration of the data link system. The crew felt that,
compared with the normal radio voice, the digitized
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voicewasa distinctivefeatureanda goodmessage-
alertingdevice.Onecrewmemberindicatedthat he
could remember the clearancc better with both voice
and written text and that he could distinguish be-
tween the electronic voice and tile voice radio.
Thc test crew members suggested several items
and changes to the design format. Several crew
members wanted a STAND-BY button next to the
ROGER, ROGER/ENTER, and UNABLE buttons.
The STAND-BY button would send the message to
ATC that they received the clearance information
but have not yet accepted it. During these tests, the
crews indicated that they would have used a STAND-
BY button to transfer route modifications into the
FMS as a provisional route for inspection purposes
before accepting the route modification clearance
with a roger message.
All test crew members liked the name of the ATC
facility displayed adjacent to its radio frequency (the
last assigned frequency) on the view clearance page.
They also said that they would like to have the name
of the last ATIS infornmtion received shown on the
view clearance page.
Several of the test crew members indicated that
they did not like the scroll keys that were uscd on the
ATC heading, airspeed, and altitude request pages.
Touching these keys scrolled the number, starting at
tile present state of the airplane, up or down. These
crew members indicated that they would rather use
a digital keyboard to type the desired value directly
into tile display.
Conclusions
A flight test was conducted to evaluate the use of
data link as the prilnary conlnmnication source for
air traffic control strategic and tactical clearances,
weather infornmtion, and company messages. Seven
crews were trained for the flight tests; however, flight
evaluation by one of the crews was not possible
because of adverse weather conditions. Six test crews
flew three different flight paths of approximately
250 miles. One path provided the baseline condition
for which norlnal voice conmmnications were used.
The other two paths were flown with data link as the
primary communication source and voice radio as a
secondary or backup communication source.
Based on these flight tests, six of the test crews
found that data link with voice backup for ATC
tactical clearances was acceptable to use from takeoff
until operating within the terminal area for landing.
A seventh test crew concluded that data link should
only be used during periods of low flight deck work
load.
Based on the type and total events of confusion,
errors, and communication repeats, it was concluded
that the use of data link would result in substan-
tial reductions in significant operational errors and
radio frequency confusion. This reduction of errors
and confusion should increase operational safety and
efficiency.
Pilot comments have led to the following conclu-
sions:
1. The majority of the crews believed that data
link reduced the nonflying pilot's work load
and nfistakes. They all indicated that the
capability of transferring ATC tactical and
strategic information into the flight manage-
nlent system and into tile flight guidance and
control system with a single-button activation
at the pilot's discretion significantly reduccd
crew work load.
2. The test crew melnbers indicated that ATC
tactical messages and all other time-critical
messages should be displayed in the pilot's
forward field of view.
3. The test crew members indicated that the data
link window menu-formatting concept with
the touch panel was very easy to use and re-
quired very little training time.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
July 12, 1991
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Appendix
Data Link Display System
Introduction
A studywasconductedto determinepilot accep-
tanceof data link asthe primary colmnunications
systembetweenthe air an(tgroundfor purposesof
air trafficcontrol(ATC),weather,andcolnpanymes-
sageexchanges.Tosupporttheresearch,a datalink
systemwasdesignedfor the NASATransportSys-
temsResearchVehicle(TSRV)Boeing737airphme
andsimulator.Thisappendixdescribestheairborne
operationalfunctionsof the displayformatsof the
datalink systemthat wasflight testedin theTSRV
airplane.
TheNASATSRVdatalink systemanddisplays
weredesignedto beeasy't.ouseandto reduceflight
crewworkload. Tile (tisplayformatsweredesigned
withmenu-selectableinformationinoverlappingwin-
dowsto achieveaseof use.A touchpanelmounted
on thedatalink CRTdisplaywasdesignedto mini-
mizekeyboardactivitiesandreducecrewworkload.
Display Formats
Main Menu Page
Thecrewmayselecthefollowingsixdisplaypage
optionsfromthemainmenupageshownin figureAl:
1. Tile ATC pageis usedfor constructingATC
relatedrequestsfronttheflight crewto ATC.
2. Theweathermenupageisusedforconstruct-
ing requestsfor weatherinfornlati(mfrom a
weatherdatabasehlcatedontheground.
3. Tile automaticterminal informationsource
(ATIS) pageis used for requestingATIS
infornration.
4. TheNASAgroundpageisusedfor typingally
free-textnlessagesto be sent to tile crew's
company.
5. The view-clearancepageis usedto viewthe
currentstrategic(route)clearance,thecm'rent
tactical (vectors,altitude,speed)clearances,
and the currentATC voiceconmmnications
frequenciesthat shouldbemonitored.
6. Theview-messagespageis usedto observeall
ground-to-airand air-to-grounddata-linked
messagesthat haveoccurredon a particular
flight.
Any of thesepagesmaybeselectedfrom themain
menubyactivatingtheappropriatebutton.
ATC RequestMenu Page
TheATCrequestnmnupage,shownin figureA2,
allowsthe crewto constructrequeststo besentto
ATC.Fromthispagethecrewmayselect,hefollow-
ing buttons: CANCEL, CLEAR, SEND, CLEAR-
ANCE, COMPOSE, PROFILE, RTE MOD REQ,
SPEED, HDG, and ALT.
Activating tile CANCEL button removes all in-
formation constructed on this page and transfers the
display back to the main menu page.
Activating the CLEAR button clears the last in-
formation constructed on this page lint keeps any
previously constructed inforination. The ATC re-
quest menu page renmins displayed.
Activating tire SEND button causes the con-
structed request to be sent to the ground and a copy
of the message to be stored on the view-messages
page.
Activating the COMPOSE button causes the
crew's alphanumeric inputs on the FMS CDU key-
board to be displayed on tile data link display. The
crew can then compose any free-text message t.o be
sent. to the ground. After the crew is satisfied with
the message, they activate the OK button, and tile
CDU keyboard is returned to tile FMS.
Activating the CLEARANCE button causes the
request for a strategic (route) clearance to be con-
structed on the data link display. Then, activating
the SEND button causes the clearance request to be
sent to ATC. This clearance is normally requested
before starting the flight. When ATC transmits a
reply to the airplmm a non-time-critical ATC mes-
sage announciat.ion key is displayed at tile bottonl
of tile data link display. When this key is activated
by the crew, the clearance is displayed on tile small
window. The crew may then automatically enter the
entire route into tile flight management system by
activating tile ROGER/ENTER button.
Activating the PROFILE button causes the loca-
tion of the top of the descent point and the speed
profile used during the descent to be copied from the
flight management system. Tire crew may then send
that information to ATC.
Activating the route modification request (RTE
MOD REQ) button causes a modified route in the
flight management system, if one exists, to be copied
to the data link system (fig. A3). This route modifi-
cation is then displayed on the medium window in the
format necessary for transmission to ATC (fig. A4).
The crew may then activate the SEND button to send
that request for a new route. If a modified route does
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notexistin theFMS,thecurrentactiveroutewill be
copiedto thedatalink system.
Whenthe ATC requestmenupageis initially
broughto thedisplay,thecurrentaltitude,heading,
andairspeedoftheairplaneisshownin therespective
buttons(fig. A5). Thesebuttonsmaybeactivated
one at a time to constructa requestfor a new
heading,altitude, and/or airspeed.For example,
the crewactivatesoneof the buttons(airspeedas
shownin fig.A5). Anothermediumpageisdisplayed
(fig. A6) with the currentairspeedof the airplane.
Thecrewmayadjustthat airspeedfigurebytouching
eitherof thescrollkeys(upor downarrowbuttons).
If thescrollkeyiscontinuouslytouched,theairspeed
will continueto be incrementallychanged.In this
example,thecrewadjustedthe speedto 250knots.
The crewwouldthenactivatethe OK button,and
the displaywindowwouldbechangedbackto the
ATC requestmenupage.Also,theairspeedbutton
wouldbechangedto blue(inactivekey).
In figureAT, thecrewhasconstructeda request
for analtitudeof FL270,a headingof 200°, andan
airspeedof250knots.Whenthecrewissatisfiedwith
tile constructionof their request,theSENDbutton
is pushedandtherequestissentto ATC.
ATIS RequestPage
Activatingthe ATISbutton oll the mainmenu
pagecausestheATISrequestpageto bedisplayedon
a mediumwindow(fig.A8). Theairport namethat
is automaticallyshownon theATISrequestpageis
theoriginairportprogrammedin theFMSwhenthe
airplaneis on the ground. If the airplaneis in the
air, thedestinationairportnamewill beshown.
If the ATISfromanotherairport is desired,the
crewactivatestheCLEAR/CDUbutton.Asaresult,
thepilot inputsfromthekeyboardof theFMSCDU
aresent to the data link systemsothat the crew
can typethe airport identifiername. If the SEND
or CANCEL button on the data link window is
activated, pilot inputs through the CDU keyboard
are sent to the FMS.
When the SEND button is activated, the ATIS
request for the airport identifier shown in the middle
of the ATIS window is sent to ATC. If the CANCEL
button is activated, the ATIS request page is removed
from the display and replaced with the main menu
page.
View-Messages Page
Activating the VIEW MESSAGES button on the
main menu page causes the view-messages page to
be displayed on a medium window (fig. A9). The
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message list that is shown includes the sender of
each message and the time the message was sent
on the data link. If a message was transmitted
from the ground to the airplane, the view-messages
page also contains the time the message was re-
ceived by the airplane, the time the crew answered
or responded, and the type of response ROGER,
ROGER/ENTER, or UNABLE to the message.
The messages are listed in the order of the time
that they are transmitted to the air or the ground.
The message list may be scrolled up or down by
touching the scroll buttons.
If the airplane is on the ground, the crew nmy
erase the message list by activating the CLEAR
button. This causes a message to be shown that
inquires whether the list is really to be erased. If it
is to be erased, the crew touches the CLEAR button
again. If it is not to be erased, the crew touches any
other button, and the view-messages page is shown
again. The messages may only be erased when the
airplane is on the ground.
Activating the MAIN MENU button removes the
view-messages page and shows the main menu page.
View-Clearance Page
Activating the VIEW CLEARANCE button on
the main menu causes the view-clearance page to be
displayed on a medium window (fig. A10). The top
of that page shows the current ATC strategic (route)
clearance. Below that clearance is a list of the current
tactical clearances (heading, altitude, speed, meter-
ing fix time for 4D operations), the voice communi-
cations frequency, and the ATC facility name that
the crew has been assigned to monitor. Activating
the MAIN MENU button causes a return to the main
menu page.
Weather Menu Page
From the weather menu page, shown in fig-
ure All, the crew may' select from eight weather
display" page options or return to the main menu.
The weather page is used for constructing weather-
related requests from an aviation weather data base
that is located on the ground. When activating the
TWEB (transcribed weather broadcast) button on
the weather menu, a request for a route code is auto-
matically displayed. The crew then has to type the
TWEB route code on the data link display" through
the CDU keyboard to obtain weather information
along specific routes.
When the SIGMET/AIRMET button is acti-
vated on the weather menu, a request for the name
of the state in which the information is desired
is automaticallydisplayed. The crew then has
to type the nameof the state on the data link
displaythroughthe CDU keyboardto obtain the
SIGMET/AIRMET information. Activating the
MAIN MENU button causes the data link display
to be changed back to the main menu page.
Activating any other button on the weather
menu page (except TWEB, MAIN MENU, or
SIGMET/AIRMET) results in a location request for
the weather information. While on the ground, loca-
tion is the origin airport programmed in the FMS;
while in the air, location is the destination air-
port. If neither of these airports is the desired loca-
tion for the weather request, the crew activates the
CLEAR/CDU button and types the airport identifier
on the CDU keyboard (fig. A12).
Activating the SEND button sends the request
to the ground, removes the terminal forecast request
window, and shows the weather menu window.
Figures A13 to A16 show an example of the pages
necessary to request winds and temperatures aloft.
When the WINDS TEMP button is activated on the
weather menu, the destination airport is displayed
(fig. A13). If the crew wishes to change that airport
name, they may do so through the CDU keyboard by
activating the CLEAR/CDU button and then typing
the identifier. When the location is satisfactory to
the crew, the OK button is activated, and the desired
altitude is requested next.
Figure A14 shows that the present altitude of the
airplane is inserted in the winds-aloft forecast request
page. Any other altitude may be inserted by touching
either of the scroll buttons. When the desired alti-
tude is shown on the window, the crew activates the
OK button. Next, the time for the winds-aloft fore-
cast information is requested on the display format
shown in figure A15. The crew may adjust the re-
quested forecast time, in hourly increments, from the
present time by touching tile scroll buttons. When
the time is selected, the crew activates the OK button
and the scroll buttons are replaced with the SEND
button ms shown in figure A16. The crew may then
send the request by activating the SEND button.
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Figure A1. Main menu page.
Figure A2. ATC request menu page.
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Figure A3. Route modification request on the ATC request menu page.
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Figure A4. ATC route modification request page.
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Figure A5. Airspeed request on ATC request menu page.
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Figure A6. ATC airspeed request page.
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Figure AT. Requests sent to ATC from the ATC request menu page.
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Figure A8. ATIS request page.
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Figure A9. View-messages page.
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Figure A10. View-clearance page.
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Figure All. Weather menu page.
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Figure A12. Weather forecast request page.
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Figure A13. Winds-aloft request page 1.
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Figure A14. Winds-aloft request page 2.
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Figure A15. Winds-aloft request page 3.
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Figure A16. Winds-aloft request page 4.
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Figure 1. NASA Transport Systems Research Vehicle Boeing 737 airplane.
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Figure 2. Cutaway model of NASA Transport Systems Research Vehicle Boeing 737 airplane.
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Figure 3. Research cockpit of NASA Transport Systems Research Vehicle Boeing 737 airplane.
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Figure 13. Flight path for data link/contact ATC flights.
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Figure 14. Flight path for data link/monitor ATC flights.
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Figure 15. Responses to data-linked tactical ATC messages.
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Figure 16. Total tactical message transaction time. Average time = 12.5 sec; Standard deviation = 5.7 sec;
Count = 181.
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Figure 17. Total airborne strategic message transaction times through data link.
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Figure 18. Total predeparture clearance message transaction times through data link. Average
time = 43.3 sec; Standard deviation = 15.4 scc; Median = 40 sec; Count = 12.
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